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A future in which all people can access a world of opportunity to thrive in their community.
Purpose: Directly providing and advocating for innovative and responsive mental health and disability services of the highest possible quality. 

Who we work with: Ermha works with people of all ages who are living with a mental illness. We work with community members with low through to intensive support 
requirements, and also with those living with significant disadvantage and/or disability.   

What do we believe in and what guides our behaviour?
• Excellence - We perform our work to the highest standards. In order to meet those standards we engage in on-going reflective practice, education and 
professional development. This ensures that our client-partners will always benefit from our best efforts.

• Integrity - We honour our commitment to the community we serve. We maintain trust in our interactions with others by completing the things that we 
agree to and agreeing to undertake only those things that we believe should and can be done.

• Equity - We adhere to the principle that all people should be treated fairly. In particular we treat each client partner in an unprejudiced manner.

• Respect - We have high regard for our client-partners and co-workers. This spirit strengthens the bonds between us. It means we accept each 
person’s unique nature and recognise the contribution each makes to the community in which we all live.

• Honesty - We maintain honesty by seeking to understand and honour each view of a given situation and utilising our values to guide our 
interactions and actions.

Our 4 key objectives
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1. Lead the sector in person centered care We will be the provider of choice for clients, carers, families and 
referrers in the communities we serve

2. Provide our clients with a suite of 
meaningful activity options

Our clients will have access to an increasing range of activities 
that will enable them to develop skills and contribute to their 
community

3. Expand our services into regions of 
high growth and cultural diversity

We will service an increasing number of clients, in current and new 
locations, by leveraging our unique strengths

4. Strengthen our internal capability to 
support our growth

We will invest in our people, systems and structures to foster our 
positive workplace culture and ensure sustainable growth
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welcome
SUSAN MEYERINK, CHAIR
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In early 2015 Ermha converted to a company limited by guarantee to enable the organisation to continue expanding its services in Victoria 
and interstate, and this involved considerable change at Board level.  Three office bearers from the Board of Ermha Inc. formed the foundation 
of the new Board of Ermha Ltd., and five members of the previous Board retired in late January 2015.  The retiring board members were: Norma 
Seip, Patricia Dillon, David Benady, Peter McDonald and Ron Lowery.  These remarkable people contributed a combined 50 years of expertise 
and effort and I thank each and every one of them for their tremendous dedication to the organisation.

An analysis of the expertise required for the new Board was developed and a recruitment process commenced in early 2015.   The result was 
the appointment of four outstanding new Directors.  I am very pleased to welcome to the Board of Ermha Ltd, Agata Jarbin, Caroline Cuckson, 
Peter Day and Scott Phillips.  Our new Directors have quickly applied their considerable expertise, bringing a renewed strategic focus and 
strengthened governance to help secure Ermha’s future in this rapidly changing sector.  

This past year has been a time of great challenge, compounded by a significant level of sector change and uncertainty regarding how mental 
health support services will be delivered under an evolving NDIS framework.  These external reforms were accompanied by internal changes 
including the relocation of the bulk of Ermha’s staff in Melbourne’s southeast to a single, large office in Dandenong South and the upgrade of 
our front door to Ermha and groups facility at 56 Robinson St. 

With the challenges have come significant achievements, particularly in the expansion of individual support packages and new funding to 
broaden our range of services and initiatives.  The strength and resilience of management and staff continue to drive the organisation as we 
focus on Ermha’s strategic goals and providing leading-edge services to a steadily growing number of people.  

On a personal note, I have accepted a position in South Australia and consequently resigned from my position on the Board in September of 
this year, so this will be my last report as chair of Ermha.  It has been a privilege to be part of Ermha’s leadership over the years and I’m very 
proud of what we have jointly achieved. 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to my colleagues on the Board, our CEO, management, staff and volunteers 
for your enthusiasm, adaptability and resourcefulness. It has been my privilege to work alongside you for the benefit of the people we 
support.

Susan Meyerink, Ermha Chair
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Ermha’s response to structural changes in mental health and disability support provision was described in the organisation’s 2013-16 
strategic plan. The plan stated four major goals and Ermha is highly likely to meet or exceed them as we approach mid-2016 when a new 
plan, now under development, will take its place.

In the plan, expansion and growth were nominated as two vital elements to keep the organisation at the forefront of community mental 
health and disability support. I’m pleased to report that some of Ermha’s strongest funding growth has occurred in the area of individual 
support packages. This is encouraging because these packages represent the future of community-based mental health and disability 
support.  Ermha’s staff teams have expanded to match greater demand in the area of Individual Support Plans (ISPs). Our expertise in this 
area continues to grow as we better equip our clients to achieve their goals while reducing their support needs over time.

In preparation for further growth Ermha has consolidated administrative and south eastern support services in new quarters in Dandenong 
South, while keeping a base in central Dandenong so that we remain easily accessible to our clients and carers.  The refurbished building at 
56 Robinson St provides a welcoming and easy to get to “front door” into Ermha’s range of services.  

In order to support growth and change, Ermha is implementing a service structure that more closely fits with new and emerging sector realities. 
Ermha’s Executive Director Operations now oversees all aspects of client services and ensures that our teams are equipped to maintain the highest 
possible standard of support delivery.  Meeting this standard means staying abreast of, and contributing to, research and innovation in our field.  
Consequently Ermha is a key partner in several research efforts described elsewhere in this report.

In mid-2014 we embarked on an ambitious expansion of the Café element of our MadCap Social Enterprise. With the support of the Ian Potter Foundation 
and Masters Home Improvement we established new cafés in several Masters stores in Victoria, South Australia and New South Wales.  Unfortunately the low 
customer numbers attracted to our cafés proved to be our undoing and after considerable review and analysis, it became apparent that the MadCap in Masters 
Café initiative was unsustainable.  Regrettably this has led to the decision to close our Masters Café operations.   

We held high hopes for the MadCap in Masters venture and we are all disappointed that the trading levels were unable to sustain the business, however the lessons learned 
from this venture will be put to good use to further our work in the area of social and economic inclusion.  The JobSET program continues to support people to achieve their 
employment goals and Ermha remains committed to supporting meaningful activity and mainstream employment as key platforms for recovery.  

Ermha’s people remain our single greatest strength and we are fortunate to have such a highly skilled Board and Executive team to lead the organisation, I thank them for their 
support and guidance.  My gratitude also to all of our Managers, Team Leaders and staff for their hard work and dedication, and to our clients and carers, who have
taught us the meaning of perseverance and who inspire us every day to continue building innovative, high-quality services.

Peter Waters, Ermha CEO
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our bOard

Ermha’s Board (B) and Executive (E)
(Rear, left to right) Scott Phillips (B), Agata Jarbin (B), Peter Day (B), Dean Laurence (B), Shane Price (E)
(Front, left to right) Alf Francett (E), Alys Boase (E), Christos Dimopoulos (E), Peter Waters (E), Sam Afra (B)

Not Present: Susan Meyerink, Caroline Cuckson and Jane Boldiston
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Susan Meyerink (Outgoing Chair) Bachelor Social Welfare,  Post Graduate Certificate (Bereavement Counselling and Intervention),  Cert IV (Marriage Celebrancy)
Susan Meyerink was President of Ermha Inc. for four successive terms and a Board member for ten years. On Ermha’s registration as a company on 27 January 2015, Susan was appointed Chair of the 
Board of Ermha Ltd.  Susan resigned as Chair and Director of the company on 9 September 2015.  The Board wishes to thank Susan for her lengthy commitment and contribution to the organisation.

Agata Jarbin (Chair) Diploma of International Arbitration, Graduate Diploma of Legal Practice, Bachelor of Law (Hons), Bachelor of Economics
Appointed to the Board of Ermha Ltd on 1 June 2015, Agata was elected as Chair of the Board on 23 September 2015.  Agata is a lawyer with over 20 years of experience in a range of industries 
and is currently the Company Secretary, General Counsel and Executive General Manager, Legal and Compliance at State Trustees.  In that role, Agata is responsible for legal, probate, 
conveyancing and will writing services provided to clients, as well as corporate legal services and compliance.  Prior to State Trustees, Agata was a partner of King & Wood Mallesons. One of 
her roles at King & Wood Mallesons was that of staff partner, with responsibility for people issues in the Melbourne dispute resolution group.

Sam Afra (Deputy Chair) 
A member of the Board of Ermha Inc. from 2003, Sam was appointed Deputy Chair of Ermha Ltd on Ermha’s registration as a company in 2015.  Born in Beirut, Sam studied law and banking, 
before migrating to Australia in 1984. Sam was a Councillor with the City of Casey from 1997 to 2000 and is a Justice of the Peace.  Sam is the current Chair of the Ethnic Communities Council 
of the South East, the Deputy Chair of the Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria and the Secretary of the Federation of Ethnic Communities Councils of Australia.

Dean Laurence (Chair, Finance & Risk Management (FARM) Committee) 
Diploma in Corporate Management, Master of Business Administration (General Management), Master of Commerce (Finance) 
Dean was invited to join the Board of Ermha Inc. as member and Treasurer in early 2014.  On Ermha’s registration as a company in 2015, Dean was appointed a Director and Chair of the FARM 
Committee.  Dean brings with him extensive financial management and business experience across multiple industry sectors, in Australia and overseas and is currently director of two consulting firms 
providing executive search, and strategic and financial planning services.  Dean has a strong interest in mental health support services and improving mental health and well-being in the community.

Caroline Cuckson Master of Management in Community Management, Advanced Diploma of Business Management
Joining the Board on 1 June 2015, Caroline has 15 years’ executive management experience in not for profits, government and the commercial sector. Caroline has gained a strong understanding 
of the complexity of the not for profit sector through leading organisations through sector change – including the transition to NDIS.  Caroline has considerable expertise in change management, 
planning and performance management, together with strong financial and risk management skills.  Caroline’s Board and working group experience has included Ermha, Red Cross Qld, 
Australian Society of Association Executives, Lifeline Darling Downs and South West Queensland, and the management committee of Capital City Local Learning Employment Network.

Peter Day Master of Electronic Business (Strategy and Marketing)
Currently a Director on the Boards of Pregnancy Loss Australia and Sentric Pty Ltd, Peter has 30 years’ experience in business, information communications technology and the health sector.   
His extensive experience in the health sector has encompassed development of strategies, business cases and solutions.  Appointed to the Board of Ermha Ltd on 1 June 2015, Peter also took up 
a position on the Finance and Risk Management Committee.  Peter has held a number of senior executive positions in a range of corporate and not for profit companies including the Australian 
Red Cross, ANZ, Telstra, Dell and HP  and currently provides advisory services to Multiple Sclerosis, Uniting Care, Baptcare (Aged Care) and Regen Drug and Alcohol.

Scott Phillips  Accredited Mediator M LEADR, Bachelor of Arts (Hons) History and Sociology, Master of Arts(Research), DPhil Soc Anthropology, GAICD
Commencing as Director and member of the Finance and Risk Management Committee on 1 June 2015, Scott has 30 years’ experience in public policy, academic and business sectors.  He has worked with boards, executives and community 
groups to understand their needs and facilitate participatory planning, evaluation and business development. Scott is Director of Kershaw Phillips Consulting, which provides stakeholder engagement and evaluation research services to 
health, social sector, manufacturing and educational organisations.  His expertise includes multicultural and youth policy; social impact assessment; community engagement; and service evaluation.  Scott is an Honorary Fellow of the Alfred 
Deakin Research Institute for Citizenship and Globalisation, and a member of the Board of Directors of the Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (Australia and New Zealand).

Board Meeting Attendance

Board Member

Board Meetings, 
Ermha Inc.
 (Jul 2014-Dec 2015)

Meetings attended
Susan Meyerink 5 of 6

Sam Afra 5 of 6

Dean Laurence 5 of 6

Norma Seip 4 of 6

Karan Smith 
(resigned 19/11/14) 2 of 5 

Rhonda Okey 
(resigned 19/11/14) 4 of 5

David Benady 5 of 6

Ron Lowery 6 of 6

Peter MacDonald 4 of 6

Patricia Dillon 6 of 6

Director

Board Meetings, 
Ermha Ltd 
(Feb 2015-Jun 2015)
Meetings attended

Susan Meyerink 4 of 5

Dean Laurence 5 of 5

Sam Afra 5 of 5

Agata Jarbin 1 of 1

Caroline Cuckson 1 of 1

Peter Day 1 of 1

Scott Phillips 1 of 1
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person

Ermha360 South East doubled in size
in 2014-15.
Specialising in the design and delivery of support for people with multiple and complex needs, the program added 
a second team in order to cope with demand for its expertise. This rapid growth reflects the success Ermha360 has 
achieved in supporting clients to live more independent and rewarding lives in their communities.  

As the name suggests, the program provides wraparound support to people who are recipients of funding packages from 
sources such as Victoria’s Department of Health and Human Services and the state’s Transport Accident Commission. 
Ermha’s enviable reputation for high quality specialist support provision has been established over 15 years
and is characterised by diminished support needs over time and more client independence.

As Ermha continues to refine its specialist support services, we expect to help more and more
people achieve these positive outcomes.  

Innovation, evidence-based models of care, enhanced consumer and carer participation, research 
and advocacy are just some of the ways Ermha is achieving the goal of continuous improvements 
in person centred care. 

centeredcare
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Sally’s traumatic brain injury resulted in challenging behaviours, mood instability, 
risk taking behaviour and decreased reasoning skills. Sally also developed eating 
and panic disorders, as well as depression.  
Combining this with a history of problematic alcohol and drug use, several suicide attempts and a breakdown in family relationships, Sally became 
homeless and required numerous psychiatric hospital admissions.  Ultimately, she was admitted to a secure Specialist Brain Disorder Unit for 18 months. 
 
Prior to discharge, the Transport Accident Commission referred Sally to Ermha’s new ermha360 South East program. A team of Ermha outreach staff 
provided intensive mental health support, care coordination, case management and a substantial level of support to Sally’s mother. su
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Sally’s relationships with family members 
were restored, her mental health improved 
and she was able to transition to less 
intensive community support. Sally has lived 
in the community for over two years now 
without re-admission.



Ermha has partnered with Federation University’s 
Social and Community Research Unit to evaluate our 
Ermha360 Barwon Service.

Internal data indicates that Ermha360 Barwon is consistently delivering high quality outcomes, 
including increased independence, better community engagement, improved social and living skills, 
and more positive behaviours for people with high and complex needs.

Ermha hopes to better understand how these results are achieved in order to improve our services. 
Another goal of the project is to develop an evidence base for the replication of this successful model 
of care and related service delivery methods.  

The project, which is due to conclude in August 2016, has already begun to collect feedback from 
participants of the service, as well as key partners and stakeholders in the region. This qualitative data 
will be analysed alongside quantitative outcomes data over the remaining 12 months of the project.

project
ERMHA 360 RESEARCH/EVALUATION

ERMHA360

ermha360 Barwon in Victoria's NDIA trial zone has assisted many clients to achieve
greater independence even as support hours diminish over time. For clients who
receive support packages that equate to 20 or more hours of support per fortnight,
support hours  diminished an average of 33% by the end of the 2014-15 financial year.. 

1913
Jul-Dec 2014 Jan-Jun 2015

1280
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For clients who receive support packages that equate to 20 or more hours of support per fortnight, support 
hours  diminished an average of 33% by the end of the 2014-15 financial year.



project Ermha’s Youth and Family program accepted its first client in March 2014. By mid-2015 the program 
grew to support seven clients. This growth reflects Ermha’s reputation as a provider of effective 
support for clients who experience significant behavioural challenges. All clients have multiple and 
complex needs, and initially receive intensive support but this typically diminishes over time.

Tom, a client now in his late teens, has a history of violence resulting in over 140 criminal charges following assaults on social workers, emergency personnel and police. Tom suffered 
abuse from an early age and experienced many episodes of self-harm. Most services had little success in assisting him to achieve positive change.

On becoming an Ermha client, support was provided 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The support was designed to build structure and routine and was offered with care and respect. 
Within six months instances of assault had declined by 80%. 

Tom now holds lengthy conversations with staff whereas previously communication was via mood boards (a non-speaking communication tool). He now volunteers three times a 
week, attends community groups, libraries and shops - often without staff assistance. He now cooks for himself and takes care of normal household chores.
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As Tom continues to lead a 
life marked by ever-greater 
independence, support hours have 
diminished by over 50%. The Youth 
and Family team expect this trend 
will continue.
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ASIST (Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training) is one of the world’s 
most respected courses that teaches how to respond to a person at risk of 
suicide. Several Ermha staff are now qualified to teach the course which 
runs over two days.

ASIST training can be applied in many settings 
including in the workplace, the home and with friends. 
Many Australians have completed the course, adding to 
a common language we can use when risk of suicide is 
apparent.
We have increased the number of Ermha staff qualified to teach Mental Health First Aid (MHFA), a course 
designed to help support people who are experiencing mental disorders or who are in a mental health crisis. 
Several versions of the MHFA course are available depending on the intended application of the knowledge gained. 

This extra training capacity allows Ermha to offer training courses to more individuals and community-based 
organisations to improve the way people across the community provide early mental health and suicide
prevention support.

train & 

  respond
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SUICIDE SAFER SCHOOL

Under a grant funded by the Commonwealth Department of 
Social Services, Ermha and its project partners, Suicide Safer 
Communities and Life Central, are engaging three schools in 
Melbourne’s southeast to build their capacity to respond to the 
risk of suicide. 
The project team will work with parents, teachers, students and community services to build suicide intervention 
skills and establish a network of trained responders to help those at risk of suicide.

The project runs through to mid-2017 and includes a needs analysis and a safety framework review, both of which 
will be completed prior to the training sessions that form the core of the project’s work.

Age-appropriate training sessions will employ world’s best practice, evidence-based modules. The project will 
be evaluated to measure outcomes and the results will inform project quality improvement as well as assist in 
replicating the project in other schools, regions and states.

13
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Feeling like life came to an instant end, like a crash test dummy 
hitting a wall, is how I felt a bit over 12 months ago when I was 
diagnosed with treatment resistant depression and severe anxiety.

I was incapable of buying something at a shop, I self-harmed and was totally shut off to my loving family. It was after hitting 
that low that I was in hospital for a week and then I was fortunately placed in the amazing care of PARCS in Clayton for 7 
weeks.

My memory of the facility was like a home, with genuine care and support. This was from as little as making a coffee, to a day 
trip into the Dandenongs.

The road has been long, but with the caring nature of Ermha and my loving family I am proud to say I have turned a corner and 
have managed to get back into my role as a CEO and have written a cookbook.

I have appeared on TV, radio and in newspapers to spread the word that depression is something that is all too common but can 
be beaten and I can put a hand on my heart and be extremely grateful to Ermha and my family for getting me back to where I 
never dreamed I would be.

I WILL TAKE MY BROKEN ENGLISH
WITH ME, BUT I LEAVE MY
BROKEN MIND BEHIND
Testimonial from an Ermha PARCS resident
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case study

EXTENDED CARE UNIT (ECU)In early February 2015 Mike was referred to Monash Health’s Extended Care 
Unit (ECU) in Dandenong. As well as a mental illness, he had an extensive 
forensic history including a prison sentence during which he required 
psychiatric care. At the ECU Mike responded positively to a treatment plan 
that was facilitated by a multi-disciplinary team.

The treatment plan was complex as Mike had a history of using non-prescription drugs, long-term unemployment, and unstable housing; 
he needed a mix of psychosocial and clinical support. Three months prior to discharge the Ermha team, which is co-located at the hospital, 
engaged with Mike in order to build a supportive relationship that would assist Mike in his transition from hospital to the community. Initial 
casual conversations during recreational activities led to a good working relationship that allowed the Ermha team to assess how best to 
support Mike following discharge and help him develop a plan of action. 

Prior to discharge Mike was introduced to Ermha’s Mental Health Community Support Service team that was able to secure housing, and 
Ermha’s JobSET Employment Specialist who engaged Mike in work experience and training. 

Ermha continues to support Mike in the community. He is more trustful of services, he is applying for jobs and is experiencing greater 
independence. 
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Origins is an Ermha and St John of 
God - Pinelodge Clinic initiative, 
now in its sixth year of operation. 
This award winning program 
supports the mental health needs 
of migrants, refugees and asylum 
seekers in Melbourne’s southeast.

One cornerstone of the program is its community 
development work. In 2014-15 this work covered three 
main areas – mental health training for community 
groups, cultural competence training and building key 
relationships with cultural groups.
In cooperation with many people and organisations, Origins Community Development completed an 
ambitious schedule that included workshops, training sessions, art therapy groups, psycho-education 
seminars and secondary consultations to other community organisations.

The Origins Community Development program worked with many cultures and nationalities during the 
year including Hazaras, Tamils, Afghans and Burmese. The Afghan Men’s Group, for example, met weekly 
to socialise, engage in recreational activities, listen to guest speakers and experience a supportive group 
environment.

In working with other organisations Origins 
focusses on how to talk to various cultural groups 
about mental health, cultural barriers, using 
interpreter services and understanding cultural 
norms as a foundation for client work.
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compass
MENTAL HEALTH
Mental Health Compass, an online mental health service navigation 
tool, will go live early next year. Now in the design phase, it will provide 
information about services in Dandenong, Casey and Cardinia. Compass 
is a collaboration between Ermha, South Eastern Melbourne PHN, Monash 
Health, Alfred Health, private health practitioners, clients and carers.

The most important Compass objective is to provide vital information that will allow consumers to take an active role in their recovery. With 
links to over 150 services Compass is designed to help people find out more about the services available to them. Consumers can also learn 
how to access services and by answering a few short questions they can create lists of services that are best suited to their needs.

Compass includes information about mental health treatment types, alcohol and other drugs, domestic violence and abuse, trauma, self-
care, crisis support and who to contact in mental health services. Compass is also designed to help services develop referral pathways and 
enhance cooperation between services.

Mental Health Compass is scheduled to be available for use in early 2016.



pathways

recovery
ERMHA AND COLLABORATIVE

Ermha’s Pathways program specialises in building an in-depth knowledge of clients’ needs and then creating connections with 
services clients require. At one event, a lunch for residents and community services held at a large rooming house, Pathways 
attracted housing, health, education and council representatives. Drug and alcohol services, and Centrelink, also attended.

Each service made a short presentation and residents were surprised to learn that these free and accessible services were available and located nearby.

For their part, the services were enthusiastic about initiating programs to better serve the rooming house residents. For example, a learning centre is investigating the possibility of running programs on site. Also, the rooming house 
operator is eager to replicate the event at their other locations across metropolitan Melbourne.

Ermha has adopted the Collaborative Recovery Model (CRM), an 
evidence-based regime that will guide our support for mental 
health recovery.

The model, developed at the University of Wollongong, is based on recovery principles that acknowledge the individual 
nature of recovery, that call for a collaborative recovery relationship and that specify client self-determination as central.

CRM emphasises:
•	 Change	enhancement
•	 Collaborative	strengths	and	values	identification
•	 Collaborative	visioning	and	goal	striving
•	 Collaborative	action	and	monitoring

Research shows that CRM improves staff attitudes to recovery, it employs positive approaches, it recognises that 
recovery occurs in stages, and it uses well-defined tools and protocols to support recovery goals.

All support staff are scheduled to complete CRM training by late 2015.

18



Ramon no longer requires intensive support but Ermha’s 
PIR team will stay in touch with him, and facility 
management, to make sure his support needs are 
addressed as they arise.

64 year old Ramon arrived in Australia 
from Chile in 1982. He has four adult 
children. His wife left the family some 
years ago.

Ramon does not have a mental health diagnosis but significant hoarding 
behaviour resulted in unsanitary conditions at his Office of Housing 
property. Ramon also has heart problems and chronic diabetes. Ermha’s 
Partners In Recovery (PIR) team began supporting Ramon in July 2014 and 
arranged an industrial clean of Raul’s property but it quickly returned to its 
former state.

Following hospitalisation for a health condition, the PIR team arranged 
a care team meeting attended by Ramon, three of his adult children, a 
Monash Health social worker, case managers and others. The meeting 
resulted in Ramon ‘s decision to stay with his youngest daughter and utilise 
respite services at a low-level care facility nearby. 
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JobSET and the Carers Vocational program, together with the growth of volunteering and group activities at Ermha, are the 
most visible examples of the way Ermha is building client and carer access to meaningful activity options. Many people use 
meaningful activities to promote recovery and achieve greater independence. In particular, these activities reduce isolation and 
encourage social and economic inclusion.
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Ermha’s JobSET program was formulated and designed in 2014 and with financial 
backing from the Ian Potter Foundation, began supporting its first participants in 
early February 2015. JobSET is informed by many of the principles and strategies that 
apply to the Individual Placement and Support (IPS) model, a support regime that has 
proved successful overseas and elsewhere in Australia.

Among other principles the IPS model mandates a strict focus on participants achieving sustained employment in the open labour market. At Ermha this 
focus is widened to include study, volunteering and other meaningful activities as being equally desirable. 

Many participants, all of whom experience some form of mental illness or disability, have completed JobSET’s six-week course in General Education, a course 
purpose designed in collaboration with Jesuit Social Services Community College. JobSET’s Employment Specialist provides support to prepare resumes, 
practice interview skills and undertake the job search. This support is available before, during and after the course.

Participants who, for example, nominate volunteering as their goal, can use the Employment Specialist to assist with preparation
activities and with research to discover volunteering opportunities relevant to the participants’ interests and capabilities.
Ermha’s Volunteer Manager can also help participants explore volunteering opportunities within Ermha and elsewhere.

Employment and meaningful activity were features of Ermha’s 2013-16 Strategic Plan and they will remain at the core
of the 2016-19 plan now under development.

JobSET's Employment Specialist mentors participants and assists them to persevere 
in reaching their goals. 

JOBSET OUTCOMES

Open Employment Study Volunteering Job Interviews
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JobSET’s Employment Specialist mentors 
participants and assists them to persevere 

in reaching their goals. 
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The MadCap Social Enterprise was created in 2007 to help people with mental illness 
and disabilities reach their employment, study and volunteering goals. Madcap Cafés 
grew to become the most visible part of the Enterprise and in 2014-15 the 12th café 
was opened in Masters at Northland.

A review of the café business in mid-2015 however, showed a heavier than expected financial loss and in conjunction with our major Enterprise partner, 
Masters Home Improvement, the difficult decision was made to withdraw the Enterprise from food, beverage and hospitality services. 

Many people – customers, work experience trainees, clients, carers and staff – helped make MadCap Cafés focal points for community mental health. 
Participants experiencing mental illness used café work experience to advance their recoveries. Some participants who joined the team to gain work 
experience went on to become valued café employees. 

The Madcap Social Enterprise’s café business received generous support from partners such as Masters Home Improvement and The Ian Potter Foundation. 
Ermha is fortunate that both organisations understand the role employment and meaningful activity play in community mental health. As a result of their 
support Ermha is now better placed to assist people with mental illness and disabilities who face barriers to their meaningful activity goals. 

With support of The Ian Potter Foundation, the Enterprise established JobSET, an employment program that merges this experience with the support, 
education and training necessary for participants’ success.  JobSET continues to function as the primary pathway to employment, study and volunteering for 
program participants, and the program’s emphasis on early intervention and youth support remains. 

As Ermha continues to explore sustainable social enterprise opportunities, JobSET is undergoing further internal development. JobSET’s Employment 
Specialist is now advising Ermha program staff on effective meaningful activity support and continuing to elevate employment, study and volunteering in 
Ermha’s support regimes.



Each Ermha volunteer, on average, 
volunteers 283 hours each year.This is 
equivalent  to six weeks at five days per 
week. Total volunteer hours were just under 
17,000 for the year. 
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volunteering

Ermha’s volunteer program grew significantly, and in several directions, over the 
past year.  Numbers of volunteers have climbed, clients have chosen to volunteer at a 
greater rate, and volunteers are now much more active in the organisation as a whole.   

At Ermha volunteers are now supporting Community Art Groups, Reclink Casey Cobras football team, Ermha’s JobSET program, the Carers Respite Gardening 
Group, the Stepping Stones Group, the Origins program and are also contributing to special events.

In another positive development, four Monash University placement students continued their connection with Ermha by deciding to volunteer once 
their placements were completed. As well as bringing their enthusiasm, they have been through Ermha’s induction process and have worked 
alongside Ermha staff in client support. Nine Ermha clients joined the Op Shop volunteer team this year and their contribution not only assists 
the business, it also promotes recovery.  Of the nine clients, six are no longer receiving formal support from Ermha. Ermha clients are also 
taking on volunteering roles in the wider community.

For some clients volunteering at Ermha is just one step that can lead to other volunteering opportunities or paid employment. In 
Ermha’s supportive environment client-volunteers can learn and practice social and employability skills, and build the confidence 
required to reach their goals. Volunteering is heavily promoted through JobSET, Ermha’s support, education and training program 
as both a legitimate goal in itself and as a pathway to employment. 

Each Ermha volunteer, on average, volunteers 283 hours each year.This is equivalent
 to six weeks at five days per week. Total volunteer hours were just under 17,000 for the year. 
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Over the past year 60 volunteers have provided a 
total of 16,980 hours to the organisation.
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As well as being Reclink Aussie Rules 
premiership winners and runners-up many 
years in a row, the Ermha-auspiced Casey 
Cobras football team has developed an 
important off-season program to maintain 
social connections and fitness gained 
during the regular season. 
Funded through a grant from the South Eastern Melbourne Medicare Local’s PIR program, spring and summer 
activities include caving, rock climbing, abseiling and bush-walking - all designed to challenge the players on an 
individual and team basis. 

The footballers also test their endurance when attempting to set personal best times as they climb the 1,000 
Steps in Ferntree Gully State Park and run around The Tan which circles Melbourne’s Botanical Gardens. 

This year the team has created a leadership group that mentors players and promotes the club.
At an Ermha event celebrating Mental Health Week, the group ran football drills that supported
the event’s health and well-being theme.
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case
study

CARER RESPITE

Ermha’s Carer Respite team received a referral for support from a 
woman, Rosie, who is in her 70’s and whose middle aged daughter, 
Caroline, experiences the disabling effects of a mental illness coupled 
with an intellectual impairment and non-prescription drug use.

Caroline was staying in an unused room in her mother’s house, slept poorly, suffered panic attacks and experienced suicidal 
ideation. Even though Rosie was deeply concerned for her daughter’s wellbeing, the relationship deteriorated to the point where 
Caroline moved out and became homeless. 

The Respite team helped Rosie and Caroline develop a care plan that enlisted the support of several other people and agencies 
including a psychologist and Ermha’s Partners In Recovery workers. Rosie and Caroline were introduced to support groups and 
secure accommodation was arranged for Caroline. 

The new support regime helped the two 
repair their relationship and Caroline is 
now supported by Ermha’s Mental Health 
Community Support Services (MHCSS) 
program. Rosie continues to use Ermha’s 
respite and vocational support.
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Ma, a young Burmese carer, helps support her mother, Nant, who experiences post-traumatic 
stress, anxiety and depression. Both refugees, Ma has found it difficult to keep up with her 
school-work because Nant relies on her for all social contact and transport, and Ma translates 
for her because Nant speaks very little English.  

Ermha’s Carer Vocational Support program helped Ma develop a care plan to address her educational and career goals, including Ma’s desire to qualify as a police officer. 

The team has assisted Ma in many ways including support to:
•	Apply	for	financial	assistance	
•	Modify	her	education	pathway	(in	conjunction	with	a	TAFE	advisor)	
•	Source	more	appropriate	housing,	and	
•	Apply	for	Australian	citizenship	

Nant is now supported by Ermha’s Carer Respite team while Ma now
receives a Carer’s Allowance and is continuing her education with
renewed enthusiasm.
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The most dramatic expansion of services at Ermha has taken place in support for people with high needs 
and/or complex circumstances. In Barwon and Melbourne’s east and southeast, this facet of Ermha’s 
work has almost doubled over the past two years. Much of this growth is based on Ermha’s reputation for 
designing and delivering high quality intensive support packages. This experience is vital as the nation-
wide implementation of the National Disability Insurance Scheme approaches.

growth &
diversity 5
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Ermha360, the organisation’s specialised intensive support program, continues to grow and is 
now Ermha’s largest program by funding allocation.

Ermha’s Keys program reduces reliance on crisis services and helps clients achieve better housing 
outcomes - two crucial platforms for recovery.

Group-based activities are common across Ermha’s range of programs. 
This is particularly true of MHCSS funded services.
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Ermha’s presence in the Barwon South West region, home to Victoria’s 
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) launch site, is expanding. 
Staff are now permanently located in Colac, approximately 80 
kilometres west of Ermha360’s Barwon headquarters in Geelong.

As a result of this expansion clients in rural and remote areas of the state’s west have better access to support. More responsive 
support helps clients to regularly access other supports such as clinical and allied health services.

Ermha360 Barwon and Ermha360 Southeast provide support to people who receive funding packages from sources such as NDIS, 
Victoria’s Department of Health and Human Services and the state’s Transport Accident Commission. Ermha360 clients often have 
more intensive support requirements.

28
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Expanding services in Melbourne’s east 
Another area of strong growth in 2014-15 occurred in Melbourne’s eastern suburbs where the organisation now supports 12 
people who receive funding packages from Victoria’s Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). 

Much of this growth has been in support provision for youth. This matches the trend within Ermha to emphasise early 
intervention, and growth is expected to continue as Ermha gains greater expertise in supporting young people.  

The driver of this growth is Ermha’s history of effective support for people who, in many cases, have exhausted the support 
capacity of other services. 

Complex needs refers to any combination of mental illness, substance use, intellectual impairment, acquired brain injury and 
forensic issues. Ermha’s support typically diminishes over time as support is delivered to stabilise housing, relationships and 
behaviour, resulting in stronger social connections and greater independence.

Ermha’s specialised intensive support services are expected to become an even greater part of the organisation’s work in 
coming years.



diversity

Ermha celebrates diversity and is committed to removing barriers to inclusion. In particular Ermha is taking 
several steps to make sure no one experiences barriers to mental health and disability support. 

A Diversity Action Group has been assembled, representing staff and clients from across the organisation, to lead the development of an Ermha Diversity Action Plan. This plan will contain strategies 
to ensure maximum engagement for people from across the diversity spectrum in all aspects of Ermha’s work. 

The Diversity Action Group also aims to motivate and lead the organisation to a greater understanding of diversity, and an ever more supportive organisation for our diverse client and carer group.

CULTURAL DIVERSITY & MENTAL HEALTH
 
The ability to participate in society, free from discrimination and disadvantage, 
is not just an ideal - it is a basic human right. 
In 2014-15 Ermha’s Origins program provided specialist mental health support to 85 asylum seekers, refugees and migrants, many of whom are 
survivors of torture and trauma. The program also provided support to their carers and families.   

Several aspects of the program were redeveloped during the year including its group-based work that promotes well-being, skills development 
and independence. SkillED (community based English classes) and Gym Access (membership to a local recreational centre) proved to be two of 
the most popular additions to the program and both included a strong mental health education component.  

Origins’ community development work also gathered strength during the year with the introduction of many successful projects such as 
resilience workshops, vocational courses and culture-specific groups. 
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The NDIS ushers in a market-based support system in which people who 
qualify for NDIS support packages can choose the services they require, 
and the people and organisations that supply them.

Ermha’s Geelong-based service has been providing support to clients under the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) 
for two years. Established in the Barwon region, the Victorian launch site gave Ermha an ideal opportunity to test its own service 
models in the new support environment. The lessons learned are a vital resource and they are informing Ermha’s preparation for the nation-wide 
rollout of the NDIS.

In one way Ermha is already well prepared – the organisation has a 15 year history of support for people who have received funding packages from various sources such as Victoria’s Department of Health and 
Human Services.  This has led to an enviable reputation for effective support for people who face multiple challenges.

Ermha welcomes the NDIS and its commitment to the rights of people with a disability, exercised through a system designed to enable choice and control. Ermha’s current and historic attentiveness to the 
needs of the people we support, and their rights stand us in good stead for the transition.  

Our recent and continued investment in organisational infrastructure and systems, and our embedded approach
to continuous quality improvement will also ensure we are well prepared for the changes to come.

Virtually all of Ermha’s systems - from client services to finance, training and development - have been 

reviewed over the course of the strategic plan. New office spaces have been leased, IT and communications 

systems are being upgraded and most important, Ermha is attracting and retaining highly qualified and 

committed support staff. These elements give Ermha the resources and flexibility required 

to navigate the changing mental health and disability support landscape.

ndis
READINESS
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Following rigorous planning Ermha transitioned from an incorporated
association to a company limited by guarantee in January 2015. 
Ermha is now regulated by both the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC), and the Australian Charities and 
Not for Profits Commission (ACNC).
Ermha now employs a Company Secretary tasked with ensuring compliance with all regulatory requirements.

For Ermha, its new status allows the organisation to operate beyond Victoria’s borders. This conforms to the objective in 
Ermha’s 2013-16 Strategic plan relating to service expansion. As part of meeting this objective the organisation is building its 
profile in Western Australia, South Australia and New South Wales. 

The community based support environment heralded by the impending roll-out of the NDIS will require a degree of 
organisational agility. Ermha aims to establish, alone or through partnerships, nation-wide services that put our expertise to 
best use on behalf of people with mental illness and disabilities.

32
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As Ermha’s services expand, the need for quality systems 
and processes have become more and more important. 
These systems not only help Ermha meet its compliance 
obligations but contribute to service improvement that 
results in better support for clients and carers.

To advance the development of quality systems, Ermha participated in three external quality reviews 
during the financial year, and in August 2015. Mandated by our funding bodies, these audits measure 
performance against standards for good governance and a rights-based approach to service delivery. 
Following interviews with clients, carers, staff and stakeholders, each audit reaffirmed Ermha’s strong 
commitment to the highest quality support.
 
The external review process also highlighted the value of Ermha’s partnerships that contribute to 
meeting the needs of people with mental illness and disabilities. Of particular note are the recent quality 
partnerships Ermha has established with Mind Australia, Neami National and Launch Housing. With a 
view to sector improvement, Ermha’s Quality Services Officer meets regularly with counterparts from 
these organisations in order to share and refine quality processes and discuss common challenges. 

External reviews are integral to 
continuous quality improvement 
at Ermha and they are helping 
prepare the organisation for sector 
changes, including the national 
rollout of the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme.
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Building on our long history of consumer participation, Ermha, with 
the assistance of clients and carers, has redeveloped its Consumer 
Participation Framework, formalising a process by which consumers and 
carers can contribute to all aspects of Ermha’s work.

This includes:
•	 Decision-making
•	 Service	development,	planning	and	review
•	 Policy	development
•	 Training
•	 Recruitment
•	 Quality	assurance

The framework provides for a collaborative approach that will guide staff, consumers and other stakeholders as the organisation 
creates a more open and inclusive structure.

As a living concept, consumer participation will be regularly evaluated and adjusted to ensure Ermha continues to best meet the 
needs of the people we support.

Ermha’s Consumer Participation Framework is based on human rights principles that establish the right to equality and participation. 
Other principles include consumer empowerment, a person-centred approach to service provision and the crucial element of lived 
experience in service design and delivery.

The new framework and associated policies will become operational in 2015-16.
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Ermha’s Corporate Services team led the relocation of Dandenong 

and Beaconsfield staff to new headquarters in Dandenong South. 
As well as allowing staff to collaborate more effectively, the 

move was accompanied by major upgrades to Ermha’s 
information management and communications systems. 

The Dandenong South offices are new and considerably more energy efficient. Ultimately this 
will lead to significantly lower costs as the buildings that were vacated were becoming 

prohibitively expensive to run.

Systems upgrades permit better data capture, data security and a more mobile 
workforce. New data systems will also assist in service planning and delivery.

With the new head office about four kilometers from Dandenong’s 
CBD, a more accessible Ermha community centre was created at 56 

Robinson Street. 
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56
 ROBINSO

N ERMHA’S COMMUNITY CENTRE IN CENTRAL DANDENONG
Following the relocation of Ermha’s head office to Dandenong South, the organisation refurbished a convenient and accessible building 
in the city’s CBD with client and carer friendly spaces, meeting rooms and offices for staff.

Located at 56 Robinson Street in Dandenong, the community centre houses Ermha’s intake team and central reception. A mixture of 
permanent and rotating staff are also located at the centre.

The centre can accommodate client and carer groups and is situated close to partner services in Dandenong, making inter-service 
planning and coordination easier.

Down the highway at Ermha’s head office clients, carers and other visitors will also find a warm welcome and comfortable meeting 
spaces. It houses central administration and support teams whose clients live in Melbourne’s east and southeast.
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Chosen by clients, staff and other service 
agencies, Ermha’s Service Award recipients 
have demonstrated exceptional dedication to 
achieving the objectives of the organisation.

1. Karslake award – Alana Munday
Awarded to an individual who demonstrates integrity, excellence, dedication, 
professionalism, advocacy and a commitment to social justice.

2. Working in Partnership Award (2 recipients)– Megan Powell 
and George O’Dwyer
For an individual who demonstrates outstanding commitment to building partnerships 
and collaborative practices for the benefit of Ermha’s clients, families and carers.

3. Excellence in Leadership Award – Winston Chee
Awarded to an individual who demonstrates exceptional dedication and professionalism in their leadership role.

4. Support Excellence – Jessica Rush
Awarded to an individual who demonstrates creativity and initiative in their role and who shows a commitment to the principles of recovery, 
independence, community and inclusion.

1.

3.

4.
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In September 2014 the Ermha Op Shop at 13 Buckley Street was 
refurbished and at the same time a second adjacent retail space was 
vacated. The well overdue facelift included freshly painted walls, new 
floor coverings and modern shop fittings. 

The refurbishment offers customers, volunteers and clients a modern and exciting retail experience and this effect is borne out by 
trading figures that show income remained steady even though actual retail space was halved. The Op Shop also benefits from the 
acquisition of a nearby warehouse for storage, sorting and distribution. 

Op Shop sales received a boost under a new marketing and promotions program. Regular sales and strong local publicity attracted 
buyers in greater numbers. The marketing effort also improved the Op Shop’s profile among bargain-conscious shoppers.

The Op Shop is entering another growth phase following the expansion of operations into the e-Bay market. This new direction has 
attracted new customers and donations of goods have increased as a result.

During National Volunteer Week this year, Ermha celebrated its volunteers, many of whom work at the Op Shop, with a day trip to the 
Mornington Peninsula where attendees explored local second hand and antique shops. After a busy morning of shopping the volunteers 
enjoyed an exquisite lunch at Mornington’s historic Grand Hotel.

Over the past year the Op Shop has provided 80 Ermha 
clients with household goods, clothing and accessories.
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I have been an active volunteer at the Op Shop for twelve months or so, and in this period I have become a part of 
something very positive, that has had many of the aspects of paid employment such as physical activity as well as the 
social interactions that I would not normally have. 

Since leaving Ermha as a client I find myself working four half-day shifts at the Op Shop.

Part of my volunteering role is to hand polish the metals as well as general duties. I take pride in my work and I love the 
way I feel after bringing a really dull faded item back to a glistening and renewed state.

Purpose, self-belief, dignity, belonging, identity, hope and reduced 
isolation - these are only a few of the ways that I benefit from 
volunteering at the Ermha Op Shop.

Ermha's Op Shop income was only slightly lower year on year even though retail
space was reduced by 50%.

OP SHOP

OP SHOP
INCOME

2014/15    $83,664

2013/14    $89,037

Ermha’s Op Shop income was only slightly lower year on year even though retail
space was reduced by 50%.

CASE STUDY
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STATEMENT OF PROFIT, LOSS & COMPREHENSIVE INCOME STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

   2015 ($)   2014 ($) 
Revenue   17,065,624   17,405,804 
Other income   77,166   15,242 
Cost of Goods Sold   (643,534)   (558,637) 
Employee benefits expense   (12,350,207)   (11,037,245)
Restructuring costs   (100,000)   - 
Depreciation and amortisation expense   (327,183)   (331,168) 
Operating lease expense   (24,192)   (16,190) 
Occupancy expense   (1,202,153)   (1,250,625) 
Project delivery expense   (2,157,178)   (2,180,517) 
Consultants   (398,319)   (458,991) 
Motor vehicle expense   (409,272)   (404,067) 
Repairs and maintenance   (176,162)   (216,607) 
Stationary and Printing   (83,761)   (61,702) 
IT expense   (50,349)   (112,948) 
Other expenses   (669,921)   (598,719) 
 
Profit before income tax   (1,449,441)   193,630 
Income tax expense   -    - 
 
Profit for the year   (1,449,441)   193,630 
 
Other comprehensive income, net of income tax   
Total comprehensive income for the year   (1,449,441)   193,630 

   2015 ($)   2014 ($) 
ASSETS   
CURRENT ASSETS   
Cash and cash equivalents   1,885,061   2,400,317 
Trade and other receivables   854,803   1,485,213 
Inventories   51,229   23,692 
Other assets   259,261   309,367 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS   3,050,354   4,218,589 
NON CURRENT ASSETS   
Property, plant and equipment   2,144,369   1,190,636 
TOTAL NON CURRENT ASSETS   2,144,369   1,190,636 
TOTAL ASSETS   5,194,723   5,409,225 
LIABILITIES   
CURRENT LIABILITIES   
Trade and other payables   1,666,857   1,382,935 
Short term provisions   100,000   - 
Employee benefits   979,634   787,704 
Other liabilities   970,788   497,481 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES   3,717,279   2,668,120 
NON CURRENT LIABILITIES   
Employee benefits   95,450   88,836 
TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES   95,450   88,836 
TOTAL LIABILITIES   3,812,729   2,756,956 
NET ASSETS   1,381,994   2,652,269 

EQUITY   
Reserves   179,167   - 
Retained earnings   1,202,827   2,652,268 
   1,381,994   2,652,268 
TOTAL EQUITY   1,381,994   2,652,268 
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AUDITORS INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION

I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 30 June 2015, there have been:

(i) no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out under Section 60 40 of the Australian 
 Charities and Not for profits Commission Act 2012  in relation to the audit; and

(ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

Full financials available online at www.ermha.org

The directors present their report on ERMHA LIMITED for the financial year ended 30 June 2015.

General information 
Principal activities 
The principal activity of ERMHA LIMITED during the financial year was the provision of community services to 
assist people in the South East Melbourne and Barwon regions affected by psychiatric disability to live ordinary 
lives as ordinary members of the community.

Operating results and review of operations for the year 
The loss of the Company after providing for income tax amounted to $ (1,449,441) (2014: $ 193,630).

Other items 
Significant changes in state of affairs 
The following significant changes in the state of affairs of the Company occurred during the financial year:
On the 27 January 2015 the organisation ceased operating as an Incorporated Association and became registered 
as a Public Company Limited by Guarantee under the Corporations Act 2001.

Events after the reporting date 
Ermha has in the 2014/15 financial year invested in in a partnership with Masters to establish a number of Cafes in 
their stores. The purpose of the Cafes is to provide vocational support to Ermha’s client and create a client pathway 
that leads to employment opportunities for Ermha’s clients with Masters and possible other vocational areas. The 
current business model of MadCap Cafés is financially unsustainable. Ermha’s goal for the cafés was that they 
should quickly become self sustaining, however despite Ermha’s best efforts, this  has not eventuated. Ermha in 
post 30 June with the support of the Board has commenced negotiations with Masters to close all of the MadCap 
Cafes in their stores as well as its operations in Fountain Gate and Parkville with an aim to cease the financial 
losses being incurred and to alleviate the pressure placed upon Ermha’s cash flow. 
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We wish to thank the following government agencies, organisations, businesses, philanthropic and 
individual donors and the many others who have generously supported our work over the past year.
Anxiety Recovery Centre Victoria
Arts Access
Aussie Tunes
Berwick Opportunity Shop
City of Casey 
City of Greater Dandenong
Coca Cola Amatil
Common Equity Housing Limited
Commonwealth Bank
Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing
Commonwealth Department of Social Services
Commonwealth Respite and Care Link
Community Housing Limited
Connecting Up
Cornerstone
Gateways
Grinders Coffee
Grow Group
Launch Housing

Headspace
Herbert Smith Freehills
Indigo
Jesuit Community College
Jesuit Social Services
Kwik Kopy Dandenong
Logomonsta
Mental Health Council of Australia
Masters Home Improvement
Mental Illness Fellowship Victoria
Microsoft Corporation
Mind Australia
MLC Community Foundation
Monash Health
Monash University
National Australia Bank
National Disability Insurance Agency
Narre Warren Opportunity Shop
Orygen Youth Health

Prahran Mission
RDNS
Reclink
SECU Diversion
Shire of Cardinia
Social Ventures Australia
South Eastern Drug and Alcohol Service
South Eastern Melbourne Medicare Local
South East Melbourne Primary Health Network
Southern Migrant Resource Centre
St John of God Healthcare
The Anthony Family, in memoriam
The Ian Potter Foundation
Victorian Department of Health and Human Services
Victorian Transport Accident Commission
WAYSS Housing and Support Services
Workplace Training Strategies
Workplace Plus
Worksafe 

Ermha thanks the following retiring board members for their tireless contribution to Ermha’s development:
Rhonda Okey Board member of Ermha Inc. since 2007, Rhonda retired from the Board on 19 November 2014. 
Karan Smith Karan joined the Board of Ermha Inc. in 2006, retiring from the Board on 19 November 2014.  
Norma Seip Norma joined the Board of Ermha Inc. in 2010, and the Finance and Risk Management Committee shortly after.  On Ermha’s conversion to a company on
27 January 2015, Norma retired from the Board. 
Patricia Dillon Pat joined the Board of Ermha Inc. in 1994 and for many years until her retirement, held the position of Secretary.  In acknowledgement of her outstanding 
contribution to the organisation, Pat was appointed a Life Member of Ermha in 2012.  Pat retired from the Board of Ermha Inc., on 27 January 2015.  
Peter MacDonald Peter joined the Board of Ermha Inc. in 2007, retiring on 27 January 2015. 
David Benady Joining the Board of Ermha Inc. and the Finance and Risk Management Committee, David retired from the Board on 27 January 2015. 
Ron Lowery Ron joined the Board of Ermha Inc., and the Finance and Risk Management Committee in 2014, retiring on 27 January 2015. 

During 2014, the Board was advised of the deaths of three long-standing Association Members. Ermha extends its deepest condolences to the families and loved ones of:
Peter Pearson, Phillip Farmer and Kevin D’Arcy
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For telephone enquiries please call Ermha’s head office on 1300 376 421

www.ermha.org

Ermha Head Office
1st Floor, Building G, 45 Assembly Drive
Dandenong South
VIC 3175
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Ermha Community Centre
56 Robinson Street
Dandenong
VIC 3175

Ermha360 Barwon
16-18 Brougham Street
Geelong
VIC 3220

Ermha Op Shop
13 Buckley Street
Noble Park
VIC 3174


